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Make your necktie exclusive with this direct to eighteen different knots! From well-known staples
just like the four-in-hands and Windsor knots to elaborate cocktail party pieces like the trefoil-
designed Trinity knot, this guide has a necktie knot for each and every event. Every knot includes
step-by-step guidelines and illustrations, as well as a detailed explanation of the knot's
background, function, and part. A must-have for each sharp dresser!
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  If you have an android device (which I do, might matter) this also lists all the applications i've
gotten via the amazon app. Five Stars Thanks Excellent Good information Five Stars Concise
pictures help greatly. A gentleman's must have A gentleman's must have, every way to tie
popular. From there you can read it online.Functions fine online, zero kindle. New fashions.
Therefore there ya proceed. Also getting knot educated does have a certain gentlemanly
knowledge level. Gave me some options for changing up my knot to better match my collars as
nearly every one of my t-shirts can be from a different designer.For the actual book, nice quick
reference images followed by individual actions with explanations. Everything you need to know
about tying a tie I discovered Antonio Centeno originally through his website, Real Males Real
Style. This is his third publication centered on a particular area of men's design which hasn't
been addressed by another additional previous books.We had no idea there have been so many
ways to tie a necktie. Given that I do, I cannot believe how boring I was with my neckties. Great
ideas for tying another knot compared to the old regular knot Good read Great ideas.Now, We
vary up my knots and make use of different approaches depending on the context. It's very
boring. I am an attorney so I wear a lot of ties and using just one knot is like wearing the same fit
every day. It's an excellent ebook! Helpful and Interesting Very thought out and well presented
details. That is a great mention of help you add some subtle character to your dressing. It really
is obvious that there is a lot of effort that went directly into designing this, in fact it is properly
done. An excellent addition to Antonio's library of professional and helpful content. Quick and
easy to learn / follow guide Quick and easy to read guide to tie a necktie, which shows step by
step how exactly to tie the many knots. Essential information This booklet should be an
important item for all men who need to wear ties. It is very helpful, useful and interesting. If you
surely got to Your Account and select Manage Kindle it takes you to a list of books you've
obtained for your kindle (which I don't have). The Go-To Guide FOR EACH Style-Conscious
Business Man I have been looking for something like this for a long time! It's very beneficial and
the illustrations have become useful in walking you step by step to the final item. Not a lot of
hype, but right to the point. Practical and an easy task to follow and understand. Worth the
purchase if you are searching for new ways to improve your design. I always tied them the same
way. Seems like I could access all this from my HTC but I haven't verified that. Simply wanted
folks to learn that what the 2 2 star guy said just doesn't hold true.
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